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Agenda
Faculty Expectations & Student Experiences
Activities
-- Writing Annotations
-- Reading & Synthesizing Articles
Buzz Group & Discussion
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Think / Pair / Share

What information
literacy skills do faculty
at your institution say
students lack?
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Faculty Expectation
Faculty interviewed at the University of Rochester
felt students could find information but that they
struggled with evaluating and interpreting
sources, a tendency to summarize rather
than analyze, and plagiarism (Alvarez &
Dimmock, 2007).
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Student Experience
Roughly a third of college students surveyed by
Project Information Literacy report difficulty in
reading, pulling together, and citing the
sources they’ve found (Head & Eisenberg, 2010).
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Student Experience
Most had written only one “real research paper” in
high school (p. 12) and many had never seen or
read peer-reviewed journal articles before
college. (Head, 2013).
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What we want these assignments to do
--teach students the IL skills that other faculty are
noticing they lack: reading academic sources,
source synthesis, and annotation writing.

--demystify academic language and expectations
and make assignment demands clearer and more
transparent in their goals.
--empower students with assignments that
reinforce practical, repeatable, no-surprises IL
skills.
(See also: Scholarship as Conversation)
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Annotated Source Sheets
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Annotated Source Sheets
What is the goal?
--want students to work on annotations throughout
the semester, not wait until last minute to
write bibliographies

--want students to better understand mechanics of
annotations to help reduce plagiarism
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Annotated Source Sheets

Annotated Source Sheets

Annotated Source Sheets
How is it used?
--First use sets framework for expectations

--Students peer review their writing & ask
questions on clarity of the content and source
--Sentences combined into paragraphs;
bibliographic info formatted to APA
--Students free to return to sheets at any point for
guidance and clarity; allow continued use if
APA citations also included
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Annotated Source Sheets
Use in library one-shots & other courses
--PSCI 110 Global Issues
--ENG 123 College Research Paper

--Nutrition & Dietetics program are adopting
--LIB 150, 151, & 160
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Summary Table
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Summary Table
What is the goal?
--give students strategies for making sense of
peer-reviewed articles
--introduce students to the difference between
summary and synthesis
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Summary Table

Summary Table
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Summary Table

Summary Table

Summary Table

Summary Table
How can this be adopted for
a one-shot?
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Buzz Groups
What have you tried to
bridge the gap between
faculty expectations and
student experience?
What ideas do you have?
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Thank you!
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